Claeys & Engels
raises employees’
awareness of
IT security with
Managed Security
Awareness
For a reputable law firm such as Claeys & Engels, it is
especially important to protect sensitive information.
Claeys & Engels is now using Cheops’s Managed Security
Awareness solution to make its staff aware of the risks and
to train them to recognise phishing emails in an efficient
way.

“This is the ideal solution for us,” says Genkis Gurlek, IT
manager at Claeys & Engels. “We used to give regular
training in data security to our employees, but then we
organised everything ourselves. It was always very difficult
to get everyone together and keep diaries free for those
training courses, which put pressure on our staff and our
organisation.”

Online awareness training
including monitoring
Claeys & Engels decided to start working with online
awareness training. “When we saw Cheops’s Managed
Security Awareness solution, it was logical to opt for it,”
says Genkis Gurlek. “The training videos are not tutorials or
cartoonish, but really engaging. The multilingual support of
the online platform was also an asset for us. But the greatest
added value comes from Cheops’s supporting managed
services. They organise and monitor everything, including
reporting on the campaigns. As an organisation, sometimes
you invest in a product that subsequently doesn’t come to
anything. Thanks to the monitoring by Cheops, we knew
that we would achieve real results. They didn’t just offer us
a product, but a complete service. Cheops arranged the
set-up with us, which happened quickly as everything runs
online.”
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Short and engaging security
training videos
The 150 or so users can now easily watch the training
videos online at a time that suits them. “The videos are
very specific and only about four minutes long, so quickly
viewed when you have a few spare minutes,” explains
Genkis Gurlek. “The full viewing time is recorded so that
skipping forward isn’t possible. After completing a series on
a particular subject, the users receive a type of certificate.
The first reaction was immediately positive: they found
the videos to be generally fun, pleasant to watch, very
informative and instructive. To make it even more attractive,
our internal name for the platform with the video training is
‘C&E-flix’. We can also add our own training courses to it,
which is an additional advantage.”

Security training tailored to each
user
Cheops now regularly launches a campaign with fake
phishing emails for Claeys & Engels. In practice, this is used
to test whether the employees are actually more alert after
the video lessons. The organisation can then respond to the
results of the phishing campaign – how many employees
fell into the trap and which message needs to be repeated?
“We can keep track of how many people clicked on links,
among other things, and we can then also launch targeted
campaigns,” says Genkis Gurlek. “This can vary depending
on the job content as well as the responsibilities of each
employee. Security is not simply a one-size-fits-all and your
security is only as strong as the weakest link.”

Documentation for ISO certificates
As a company, Claeys & Engels is strongly aware of the
importance of security. This is also evident from the ISO
27001 and ISO 27701 certificates it has obtained. Genkis
Gurlek: “We are one of the first law firms in Belgium to
have these certificates. We want to prove that information
security is not only important to us on paper. As a firm, we
want to ensure that our internal procedures offer sufficient
guarantees for the safe handling of personal data.”
Providing security training is one of the conditions for the
ISO certificates. A typical obligation is to document all
procedures comprehensively. “Our ISO certificates are in
fact a confirmation of what we were already doing in the
field of security,” emphasises Genkis Gurlek, “but thanks to
Cheops’s Managed Security Awareness, we have a lot less
manual work with the documentation. For example, we have
the lists of the people attending the training and the results
of the campaigns. The ISO certificates are also something
that make us even more convincing to customers who are
concerned about their sensitive information.”

Always informed of new threats

each time. For example, at the start of the corona crisis
we immediately had to switch to a higher level because
everyone suddenly started working from home. This entails
specific risks about which we have published a number
of videos. Cheops always takes care of the launch and
monitoring of the campaigns.”

The added value of IT for the
business
For Claeys & Engels, the security awareness training is a
long-term process. “Something like this requires continuous
training,” confirms Genkis Gurlek. “That’s why we opted for
an efficient system to organise this. We consider ourselves
a very tech-savvy company anyway: we like to try out new
things and prefer to play a pioneering role.”
IT is therefore an important part of the organisation at Claeys
& Engels. “We are number one in the area of HR law. We
want to maintain this position and IT certainly plays a role
here,” explains Genkis Gurlek. “It’s mainly about the way
you use IT. The technology itself isn’t important, rather the
connection with the business.”

The time savings are a bonus, but that was not the most
important aspect for the law firm, says Genkis Gurlek: “We
mainly want to make sure that the message is conveyed
efficiently to everyone. Our staff need to be aware of the
dangers and stay informed of the latest threats. These are
constantly evolving, so we will launch different campaigns

“ When we saw Cheops’s
Managed Security
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Benefits of the Cheops solution
•
•
•
•
•
•

reduced security risks
efficient online training
pathways tailored to each user
monitoring, support and reporting
no need to install or manage anything yourself
more assurance for end customers
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